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What is a System?
◆ A System is any entity wherein the parts co-vary interdependently to maintain balance 

◆ Systems are biological, such as a cell       , the body   , a family group          ,    or the psyche;  
ecological such as a marsh environment             , or a  forest              ; or inanimate, such as a 
solar system  

◆ Systems theories consist of theoretical principles than can be applied to study groups of all 
kinds and within all disciplines 

◆ All human societies exist within the total system of the earth, and therefore are subject to the 
natural laws that govern the behavior of any organization 

◆ The same laws are at work in the structure of a crystal         , as are in the structure of society; 
whether a family          , or community grouping             , or international relationships 

◆ It is possible to use accumulated systemic knowledge to increase the efficacy of our actions in 
order to create a more peaceful planet
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Our global society is governed by 
the same underlying processes 
that maintain unity in all living and 
non-living systems.!
!
Mechanisms that operate in 
troubled families and other 
groups, such as scapegoating,  
create cohesion and are the key 
dynamics in international 
relations. !
!
The application of 21st century 
psychological insights to global 
dynamics may set the stage for 
wide scale healing.
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The scapegoating process is the root of violence in families, communities, nations and 
ultimately, the world. By externalizing painful feelings onto a different “other,” or group, 
personal and/or inter-group distress is kept from awareness enabling peaceful 
relationships among members.  Potentially discordant families and cultures also maintain 
unity by teaching children to use those in other cultures, or different persons, as “poison 
containers” for their projected unacceptable feelings. When groups align as “we” against 
“they”, they bond in shared hatred enabling peaceful relationships among themselves.

Terrorism, wars, and violence erupt 
to enable those with shared 
wounds to maintain their views of 
themselves as superior to their 
“enemies”. They guard against 
knowledge of their own flawed 
humanity by destroying others.  
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In a family, if the parental relationship is disturbed, a child may develop symptoms 
that maintain the group by shifting the focus away from problems. !
Nations also unite to co-create and then exclude a problem individual.   

In recent history, adversarial nations 
joined together to unite against 
“problem children” such as Kim Jong 
Il, Saddam Hussein, and Moammar 
Khadafy. This process keeps the 
world marginally safer from nuclear 
war by diminishing potentially more 
dangerous international conflicts by 
creating alliances between nations 
with full nuclear capacity.

GROUP DYNAMICS OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Problem Children in the Global Family
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Hidden alliances between nations were central to 
the holocaust. Just as a “different” child fills the 
scapegoat role in a disturbed family, a common 
enemy is created between nations.  As  Jews were 
the pain bearers for the world family system in the 
1940’s, similar international connections made 
torture possible for “enemy combatants” after 9/11 
in the 2000’s. 

Hitler offered the Arab world 
his personal assurance of the 
annihilation of the Jews living 
under British protection in Arab 
lands. 

Hitler with Mufti

Mussolini with Hitler

Networks
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During periods of global 
economic depressions, 
destructive charismatic 
leaders or reparative 
charismatic leaders 
emerge who are 
instrumental in a process 
of social change that 
ultimately leads to 
economic recovery.
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In and Out of the Nuclear Club
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 NPT- Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty

Systems processes keep the world marginally safer from all out nuclear war as nations with full 
nuclear powers control emerging nations who threaten use of weapons of mass destruction.
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Consideration of the following research questions might 
yield new insights:

1. What is the potential role of systems processes in global social movements?!

2. How can a systems paradigm be utilized for understanding global functioning and 
problem solving through attention to boundaries, feedback loops, deviant elements, 
and homeostatic movements? !

3. What is the potential relationship between troubled economic and/or political times 
and the emergence of deviant leaders?

George W. Bush Vladimir Putin Fidel Castro Theodore Roosevelt 
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4. What is the relationship between religion 
and violence?!

5. What is the relationship between religious 
mythologies and violence?!

6. In what ways are the relationships between 
countries that possess nuclear weapons 
similar to the relationships between families 
and groups that manifest disturbance 
through a symptomatic member in order to 
create cohesion, and hence subject to the 
same correction processes? 

Pope Benedict XVI Mother Teresa
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7. What is the effect of hierarchically 
organized religious mythology on the 
respective culture?!

8. What is the effect of symmetrically 
organized religious mythology on the 
respective culture?!

9. How can the knowledge generated through 
inter-disciplinary and systemic study be 
utilized to create a better quality of life?
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